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Dear John
Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation
Tower Hamlets Council’s proposal to identify Mile End Park as a Site of Metropolitan
Importance for Nature Conservation
I am writing to you in my capacity as Chair of the London Wildlife Sites Board (LWSB). The LWSB was
established to ensure that the selection and approval of Sites of Importance or Nature Conservation
(SINCs) by London Boroughs is consistent with:
 national guidance set out in Local Sites – guidance on their identification, selection and
management (Defra 2006)
 regional policy as set out in Appendix 1 of the Mayor’s Biodiversity Strategy Connecting
to London’s Nature (GLA, 2002)
 regional guidance in the London Plan Implementation Report London’s Foundations
(GLA, 2009)
The views of the LWSB should be sought when the Borough is seeking to select a new Site of
Metropolitan Importance (SMI) for nature conservation or to change the boundary or status of
an existing SMI. By so doing the Borough can demonstrate that its proposals are consistent
with the existing policy framework in London.
The Appendix to this letter provides the views of the LWSB regarding Tower Hamlets
Council’s proposal to identify Mile End Park as a Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature
Conservation.
Yours sincerely

Peter Massini
Chair, London Wildlife Sites Board

APPENDIX

London Wildlife Sites Board Advisory
Comments on Mile End Park
Set out below is a summary of your proposal to identify Mile End Park as a Site of Metropolitan
Importance for nature conservation, and the LWSB comments on your Borough’s evidence for the
proposed change.
Borough:
Document:
Submitted by:
Date of LWSB meeting:
LWSB Members:

Tower Hamlets
Report (attached) prepared in January 2013 by John Archer,
Biodiversity Officer, LB Tower Hamlets setting our reasons for
proposed change
John Archer, Biodiversity Officer, LB Tower Hamlets
20th February 2013 with follow up site visit on 25th June 2013
Peter Massini - Greater London Authority
Alister Hayes- London Wildlife Trust
John Archer - London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Ian Holt - London Borough of Haringey
Maria Longley - Greenspace Information for Greater London
David Brook - London Geodiversity Partnership
Nick Pond – London Borough of Lewisham
Tasha Hunter – London Borough of Richmond

Summary of Tower Hamlets evidence for proposed change of status to Site of Metropolitan
Importance
A review of the Sites of Importance for nature conservation in Tower Hamlets was summited to
the LWSB meeting of 27th October 2011. The LWSB endorsed the proposed changes identified in
this review. The review also indicated that the Borough would consider a change in status of Mile
End Park.
John Archer, Biodiversity Officer at Tower Hamlets submitted a report on Mile End Park to the
LWSB meeting of 20th February 2013. The report set out the following information regarding the
site :
 Mile End Park is currently identified as a Site of Borough Importance for nature
conservation;
 the site comprises 23.5 hectares of formal parkland and extensive areas of meadows,
wetlands and woodland which were created when the park was extensively remodelled
and landscaped during the late 1990’s;
 it is a well-used, popular resource and comprises a significant area of green space in an
otherwise heavily urbanised part of inner East London;
 the site merits identification as a Site of Metropolitan Importance for the following
reasons:
- the park contains some of the best-established examples of habitat creation in
London
- a number of nationally rare and uncommon invertebrates have been found in the park
- the park contains a high diversity of habitats
- the ponds are some of the best examples in inner east London and support locally
important populations of frogs and toads
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the site is very well used and the parks main themes of play, arts, ecology and sport
are incorporated into the design and management ethos of the park.

LWSB Comments on proposed change of status to Site of Metropolitan Importance
The members of the LWSB considered the report at the meeting of 20th February. The group
agreed that the design and management of the park was sufficiently different from other large
inner London parks to merit consideration as a Site of Metropolitan Importance, but that a site
visit was necessary to conform that the design and management ethos was delivering significant
nature conservation outcomes.
A sit visit for LWSB members was arranged for 25th June 2013. The members wished to test in
particular whether the following criterion for selecting Sites of Metropolitan Importance for
nature conservation was applicable to Mile End Park:
“A small number of sites are selected which are of particular significance within heavily built up
areas of London. Although these are of lesser intrinsic quality than those sites selected as the
best examples of habitats on a London-wide basis they are outstanding oases and provide the
opportunity for enjoyment of nature in extensive built environments. Examples include St
James’s Park, Nunhead Cemetery, Camley Street Natural Park and Sydenham Hill Woods. In
some cases (e.g. inner London parks) this is the primary reason for their selection. For sites of
higher intrinsic interest it may only be a contributory factor. Only those sites that provide a
significant contribution to the ecology of an area are identified.” (From 'Policy, criteria and
procedures for identifying nature conservation sites in London' Appendix 1, Mayors
Biodiversity Strategy, 2002)
The LWSB confirmed that the site did indeed meet this key criterion due to:
- the size of the park and connectivity to other sites in what is a densely populated part of
inner east London;
- the site being a good example and demonstration of how to design a large modern multifunctional park for biodiversity;
- the diversity of habitats and the ability for large numbers of people to experience them.
- the excellent access to nature, both through the recreational and educational
opportunities the site provides in an informal, varied, undulating and attractive landscape
Conclusion
On the basis of the evidence provided by the London Borough of Tower Hamlets and the
assessment by LWSB members on a site visit to Mile End Park, the LWSB supports the
Borough’s proposal to identify Mile End Park as a Site of Metropolitan Importance for nature
conservation.
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ATTACHMENTS
Information submitted by John Archer, Biodiversity Officer, LB Tower Hamlets –
January 2013
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Feedback submitted following LWSB site visit on 25th June 2013

From: Pond, Nicholas
Sent: 27 June 2013 10:36
To: Pond, Nicholas; 'Peter Massini'; 'Alister Hayes'; 'davebrookgeo@hotmail.com'; 'Ian Holt'; 'John
Archer'; 'Maria Longley'; 'Mathew Frith'; 'Tasha Hunter'
Subject: Mile end park visit 25th June 2013
Dear Pete (et al),
Following from a site visit to Mile End Park on the 25th June by John Archer, Dave Brook, Ian Holt,
Maria Longley and myself, we unanimously support the proposed designation of Mile End Park as a
Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation and concur with the supporting statements
prepared by John Archer [attached].
The criteria from the, 'Policy, criteria and procedures for identifying nature conservation sites in
London' which we feel is a fit for Mile End Park is as follows:
A1.2.3.4 A small number of sites are selected which are of particular significance within heavily built
up areas of London. Although these are of lesser intrinsic quality than those sites selected as the best
examples of habitats on a Londonwide basis they are outstanding oases and provide the opportunity
for enjoyment of nature in extensive built environments. Examples include St James’s Park, Nunhead
Cemetery, Camley Street Natural Park and Sydenham Hill Woods. In some cases (eg inner London
parks) this is the primary reason for their selection. For sites of higher intrinsic interest it may only be a
contributory factor. Only those sites that provide a significant contribution to the ecology of an area
are identified.
The features that we feel are particularly significant for Mile End Park are: the size of the park and
connectivity to other sites (such as, Regents Canal Metropolitan SINC Site) in what is a densely
populated part of inner east London.
Mile End Park is a good example and demonstration of how to design a large modern multi-functional
park for biodiversity and although none of the habitats are particularly rare they are diverse. There are
some rare plants but perhaps more significant are a number of rare and nationally notable invertebrates
associated with the space, in addition to important populations of amphibians.
The park provides excellent access to nature, both through recreation and education. It has an
informal, varied undulating landscape and is widely regarded as being very attractive especially the
flowering meadows.
We would therefore like to endorse the proposal and request that the GLA seek to put into place the
formal measures to designate Mile End Park as a Metropolitan SINC site. I've also attached a GiGL map
of the current Borough Grade 1 designated area.
I hope that this is all in order.
Best wishes
nick pond MCIEEM
ecological regeneration manager
wearside service centre
wearside road
london SE13 7EZ
t. 020 83142007
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